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The Arctic has long been a region of cooperation between nations (Staun, 2017, p. 314; Pezard et al., 2017, pp. ix, 2–4; Pezard, 2018; Tingstad, 2019), particularly among the eight states with territory in the region: Canada, Denmark (via Greenland), Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the United States. The vast majority of the Arctic region falls within the existing internationally recognized legal jurisdiction of one of these eight states or in spaces clearly delineated for international use, such as the high seas or international airspace. Generally speaking, Arctic states have pursued peaceful resolutions to the few territorial disputes that remain or have raised objections to each other’s policies and actions without resorting to large-scale military activity. Numerous and generally well-accepted international and regional systems and norms, such as the Arctic Council, the Arctic Security Forces Roundtable (ASFR), and the United Nations (UN) Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), underpin cooperation and collective decisionmaking about activities in the region. These governance mechanisms have been encouraged by the benefits perceived by stakeholders to their economies, security, and stability (Farré et al., 2014). Russia, for instance, generally abides by these rules, which have sometimes played in its favor, such as with the 2014 UN Commission on

KEY FINDINGS

- The researchers identified six categories of potential conflict catalysts in the Arctic: Russia’s central role in Arctic access, increasing safety and environmental risks, the Arctic as a gray zone, challenges to the current rules of Arctic governance, China’s increased economic and political involvement in the Arctic, and uncertainty about Greenland’s geopolitical future.

- The literature review, interviews, and tabletop exercise conducted for this study revealed three key governance gaps in relation to these catalysts: limited dialogue and transparency on military issues, limited capability to execute governance agreements, and tension between the growing need for inclusivity and Arctic states’ interests. Such gaps do not themselves create conflict but could provide an opportunity or a motivation for states to resolve conflicts in ways other than regional cooperation, including military ones.

- To address these gaps, Arctic stakeholders should improve currently limited dialogue and transparency on military issues, update and provide new capabilities to implement existing governance agreements, and enable more inclusivity in Arctic-relevant decisionmaking without challenging the sovereignty of Arctic states.
the Limits of the Continental Shelf recommendations regarding Russia’s claim in the Sea of Okhotsk (United Nations Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf, 2014).

Arctic states have generally maintained cooperation even when their respective interests, especially those between Russia and the United States, have clashed on other issues. For instance, Arctic peace remained even in the wake of Russia’s 2014 unrecognized annexation of Crimea and involvement in Ukraine’s civil war, when some observers feared a spillover into the region (Trenin, 2014, p. 24; Baev, 2015, pp. 51–56). In 2015, all eight Arctic states—including Russia—established the Arctic Coast Guard Forum (ACGF) to “foster safe, secure and environmentally responsible maritime activity in the Arctic” (Braynard, 2015). The ACGF has increasingly succeeded, albeit not without problems (Eckstein, 2016), in maintaining cooperation with Russia’s Federal Border Service Coast Guard (Sevunts, 2018).

Such cooperation can be partially explained by the fact that, in some respects, the Arctic is a unique geopolitical region. No Arctic state has sought to dominate the entire region. Unlike in the South China Sea, for instance, there exist no major disputes over littoral states’ territorial waters or exclusive economic zones (EEZs) (Buchanan and Strating, 2020); instead, there are only outstanding disagreements, including between Arctic states that are part of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), over their extended continental shelf boundaries.2 The region’s extreme environment has traditionally limited the size and scale of both military and civilian operations and facilities, historically limiting the risks of escalatory incidents taking place.

This general state of cooperation does not preclude occasional tensions, however. Tense episodes around fishing, for instance, have been recurrent between Norway and Russia around the Svalbard Archipelago (Østhagen, 2018, pp. 101–102, 108–10). Several Arctic states perceived Russia’s 2007 planting of its flag on the North Pole seabed as a provocation (“Russia Plants Flag Under N Pole,” 2007; Sergunin and Konychev, 2014, p. 69). These same states have observed with some concern Russia’s rebuilding of substantial military capability in its Arctic region (Conley and Rohloff, 2015; Boulègue, 2019; Žysk, 2020, pp. 2–3). Conversely, Russia perceives NATO military activity taking place in its vicinity as a provocation (Associated Press, 2018; Black et al., 2020, pp. vi, 8; Danilov, 2020) and is sensitive to officially non-aligned Sweden and Finland in practice working more closely with NATO (Pezard et al., 2017, pp. 4, 56). As early as 2012, China (an Arctic Council observer member since 2013) began describing itself as a “near-Arctic state” (Bennett, 2015, p. 654) and issued its first formal Arctic policy in 2018 (State Council Information Office, 2018).3 In remarks before the Arctic Council’s May 2019 Rovaniemi, Finland, summit, then-U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo clearly contested China’s self-description (Pompeo, 2019). In that same Arctic Council meeting, U.S. reluctance to include language related to global climate change in the Council’s common final declaration resulted in the group’s failure—for the first time—to adopt one (Johnson, 2019).

The Arctic has also been feeling the effect of tensions born outside the region (Black et al., 2020, p. 7). Since 2014, most high-level military exchanges between Russia and other Arctic states, such as meetings of the ASFR and the Arctic Chiefs of Defense, have been suspended as a result of Russia’s invasion of Crimea and ensuing sanctions (Rowe, 2017, p. 26; Tingstad, 2020).4

---

**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACGF</td>
<td>Arctic Coast Guard Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASFR</td>
<td>Arctic Security Forces Roundtable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZRF</td>
<td>Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAOFA</td>
<td>Central Arctic Ocean Fisheries Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>exclusive economic zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIUK</td>
<td>Greenland–Iceland–United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMO</td>
<td>International Maritime Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSR</td>
<td>Northern Sea Route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>search and rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STC</td>
<td>submarine telecommunications cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although Arctic stakeholders have tended toward cooperation, punctuated by occasional tensions, climate change in the Arctic continues to increase both the global presence in and attention to the region (Palma et al., 2019, p. 215; Dawson et al., 2020, p. 19). Rovaniemi’s events led Arctic Centre Director Timo Koivurova, for instance, to question whether the “importance” of the existing set of Arctic governance mechanisms “would diminish” if competition among the United States, Russia, and China continued to escalate (Koivurova, 2019). Now, the question of whether existing mechanisms for cooperation and information-sharing are sufficient for handling future diplomatic challenges must be examined.

In this study, we designed and applied an adaptive four-stage approach for identifying near-term Arctic governance needs and gaps. In Stage I, we developed a knowledge base, organized by region, of historical and contemporary Arctic catalyst issues, mechanisms, and solutions. In Stage II, we developed a robust, but not exhaustive, list of six critical catalyst categories that affect Arctic cooperation and that, when combined in some capacity, could elevate pan-Arctic tensions by 2030. In Stage III, we conducted a controlled tabletop exercise to develop feasible pathways in which a combination of some of these catalysts could escalate Arctic tensions to a brink-of-conflict situation and identified potential mitigating measures. In Stage IV, we synthesized our knowledge base, interviews, and tabletop exercise findings to refine our catalysts and examine appropriate mitigating measures. Further details—including a discussion of the sources used; selection of subject-matter experts; tabletop exercise development, methodology, and execution; and complete scenario details—are provided in the appendix. Our study’s findings suggest that, to decrease the risk of unraveling cooperation by 2030, Arctic stakeholders should address three governance gaps:

- limited dialogue and transparency on military issues
- limited capability to execute governance agreements
- tension between the growing need for inclusivity and Arctic states’ interests.

### Relevant Tools for Arctic Cooperation

A patchwork of forums and mechanisms form the basis for cooperative Arctic dialogue and decisionmaking across a variety of areas and among different stakeholder groups (Pezard et al., 2017, p. 21, Table 2.1). The existing set of Arctic governance mechanisms comprises three pillars: (1) Arctic-specific institutions, including state actor-led organizations, forums, and contact points, such as the Arctic Council, the ACGF, the ASFR, and the Arctic Chiefs of Defense, as well as numerous Arctic indigenous organizations; (2) formal global institutions, such as the UN (via UNCLOS) and the International Maritime Organization (IMO); and (3) various formal and informal modes of cooperation, including regional forums and bilateral discussions between Arctic states, bilateral and multilateral agreements, academic and economic conferences, and multinational civilian and military exercises.

The Arctic Council is the most prominent among Arctic state actor-led organizations. Established in 1996 through the Ottawa Declaration, the Arctic Council supports dialogue and the development of multilateral agreements among the eight states with formally recognized Arctic territory. Through its observer status mechanism, the Arctic Council also permits non-Arctic states and non-state Arctic actors, such as indigenous groups, to maintain awareness and engage in discussions, though without formal decisionmaking power. Since its inception, the Arctic Council has advanced numerous agreements on a variety of non-military issues (Pezard et al., 2017, p. ix). Increasingly, these agreements have resulted in formal treaties signed by Arctic and, in some cases, non-Arctic states, including treaties related to search and rescue (SAR) (2011), oil pollution preparedness and response (2013), scientific research (2017), and the Central Arctic Ocean Fisheries Agreement (CAOFA) (2018).\(^7\) The Ottawa Declaration, however, explicitly excludes discussion of “matters related to military security” from the Arctic Council’s purview (Arctic Council, 1996).

The ACGF, comprising the eight Arctic states’ coast guard agencies, mirrors aspects of Arctic Council structure and membership, with a focus
Six indigenous organizations have been granted Permanent Participant status at the Arctic Council, affording full consultation rights in connection with the Council’s negotiations and decisions.

Among formal global organizations, the UN (through UNCLOS) plays an important role in Arctic governance, largely based on its guidance about ice-covered waters (Exner-Pirot, 2016, p. 53). It is important to note, however, that the United States has not formally ratified UNCLOS; even though, practically, the country abides by the norms laid out in the agreement, this limits the United States’ ability to formally sit at the table if and when changes about ice-covered waters are discussed (Rosenberg, Titley, and Wiker, 2014, pp. 5–6; Wishnick, 2017, p. 16). The IMO similarly brings together stakeholders on navigation, regulatory, and safety issues. Most prominently, the IMO facilitated the development of a Polar Code covering shipping in polar waters, which went into effect in 2017 (IMO, 2019).10

A variety of other formal and informal means of cooperation buttress these formal Arctic and global organizations to establish the existing set of Arctic governance mechanisms. Frequent bilateral and multilateral agreements and discussions have occurred over the past several decades. For example, treaties about protecting polar bears were signed multilaterally, and also separately between Russia and the United States, even during the height of the Cold War (United States and Russian Federation, 2002).11 Other subregional forums, such as the Barents Euro-Arctic Council (whose members include Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Iceland, Russia, and the European Union), have also demonstrated success in facilitating cooperation in the environmental protection and economic development domains (Bailes and Ólafsson, 2017, pp. 41, 47–50).12 Multinational civilian and military live and tabletop exercises have also facilitated cooperation on such issues as SAR. In addition, numerous regular conferences and business forums, such as Arctic Circle, Arctic Dialogues, the Arctic Economic Council, Arctic Frontiers, and the Arctic Shipping Forum, are dedicated to stimulating Arctic investment and research. Research institutions—such as the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs and the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, among many others—have also sought to facilitate Arctic dialogues. Importantly, these dialogues have served, in some cases, to support Track II (i.e., informal, non-
governmental) discussions on such issues as military security and climate change that have been difficult to host in a formal organization or forum (Stavridis, 2013; Tingstad, 2020).

Generally speaking, these organizations, forums, and mechanisms that support Arctic cooperation can be distinguished from each other in three ways:

1. specificity: Arctic-specific versus global or broader regional focus
2. scope of issue: focused versus diverse
3. scope of stakeholders involved: narrow versus broad.

The figure below summarizes some of these forums and frameworks. Some are very specifically focused on Arctic issues and stakeholders (e.g., Arctic Council, Saami Council), whereas others have a broader geographic scope but touch on issues that are directly relevant to the Arctic (e.g., the UN, through UNCLOS; the IMO, primarily through its work on the Polar Code). In addition, some of the mechanisms for cooperation captured in the figure are focused on specific topics, such as SAR exercises or forums that support issues related to native populations. Other mechanisms, such as the Arctic Council or the ACGF, have broad charters to cover a variety of diverse issues as needed.

**Methodological Summary**

We designed and implemented a four-stage adaptive, mixed-method approach to identify both critical near-term gaps in Arctic governance for which Arctic stakeholders must prepare and an initial set of potential mitigating measures. A detailed discussion of each stage of this approach—including the sources used; the selection of subject-matter experts; the development, methodology, and execution of the tabletop exercise; and complete scenario details—are explained in the appendix.

In Stage I, we reviewed English-language literature and interviewed subject-matter experts to develop a knowledge base of historical and contemporary Arctic conflict issues, governance mechanisms, and existing or potential solutions. In Stage II, we used our knowledge base to develop a matrix of potential catalysts and solutions. We defined a
**catalyst** as an issue that could violate at least one of two assumptions that underpin cooperation in general and Arctic cooperation in particular. These two assumptions are as follows:

1. Issue resolution is already guided by stable and durable governance mechanisms.
2. The issue is unlikely by 2030 to represent fundamental disagreements over national interests of sufficient importance that military action would be contemplated.

Of the potential catalysts that we examined, such as pan-Arctic environmental issues and location-specific treaty article disagreements, 23 violated one or both of those assumptions. We reclassified these 23 potential catalysts into a robust but not exhaustive list of six catalyst categories:

- Russia’s central role in Arctic access
- increasing safety and environmental risks
- the Arctic as a gray zone
- challenges to the current rules of Arctic governance
- China’s increased economic and political involvement in the Arctic
- uncertainty about Greenland’s geopolitical future.

Some of these categories are framed from a Western government perspective, given that the inputs to the analysis largely represent those points of view.

In Stage III, we developed a tabletop exercise on the basis of traditional wargaming methods and Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty methods and then conducted the exercise with an international group of subject-matter experts. Specifically, we employed info-gap decision theory—combining longer-term stressors, short-term shocks, and decision point gaps—to integrate our six catalyst categories into two plausible skeletal near-term scenarios. Both scenarios began with regional tensions that ultimately escalated into a pan-Arctic crisis leading to a *brink-of-conflict* situation, which we defined as an emergency UN Security Council meeting.

Scenario A, *Dire Straits*, explored how a combination of regional tensions in the Greenland–Iceland–United Kingdom Gap, including resource competition, cutting of submarine telecommunications cables (STCs), and Chinese investments in an increasingly self-reliant Greenland and elsewhere, could escalate across the Arctic. Scenario B, *Northern Exposure*, explored how a “bungled rescue response” following a commercial airline incident in the Barents Sea, potentially resulting from Arctic electromagnetic interference, could combine with ongoing environmental tensions between Scandinavian countries and other Arctic Council members and observers to escalate tensions. Note that *Dire Straits* and *Northern Exposure* represented only two of many potential plausible scenarios that could be developed using some combination of the six catalyst categories identified in Stage II.

Our exercise participants first determined plausible catalyst pathways, or sequences, for how each scenario could escalate. They next identified existing or potential new governance mechanisms that could evolve or be created to mitigate escalation of such regional tensions.

In Stage IV, we first synthesized our data collected in the literature review, interviews, and tabletop exercise to refine our six catalyst categories and identify key gaps in current Arctic-relevant governance mechanisms. Then, we formulated three ways in which Arctic governance mechanisms might evolve to minimize the potential of these catalysts to escalate tensions.

### A Combination of Catalyst Categories Could Bring the Arctic to a Brink-of-Conflict Situation by 2030

Historically, problematic issues arising in the Arctic—from delimitation disputes (such as the now-resolved one between Norway and Russia in the Barents Sea) to disagreements on how to interpret some aspects of UNCLOS—have been resolved below the threshold of armed conflict. We therefore anticipate that this can continue to be accomplished, barring changes to the terms upon which those issues were previously resolved. This may not always be the case, however, given the Arctic’s ongoing environmental, economic, and geopolitical changes. Our analysis indicates that the following six catalyst cat-
categories, in some combination with each other, could create or escalate tensions in the Arctic, potentially leading to a brink-of-conflict situation by 2030—particularly if they coincide with worsening tensions elsewhere in the world—unless the existing set of Arctic governance mechanisms evolves to mitigate them. For each catalyst category, we provide background information and outline why the issue might become elevated by 2030. We recognize that this list, which is informed by our review of English-language Arctic security literature, subject-matter expert interviews, and tabletop exercise findings, is robust but not exhaustive. It nonetheless provides an overview of the key factors that might affect the existing governance mechanisms that all Arctic peoples rely on to ensure regional stability.

Russia’s Central Role in Arctic Access

Background. Newly increasing connectivity to and through the Arctic has elevated the issue of access: Who should have it and for what purposes? Russia interprets Article 234 of UNCLOS (United Nations, 1982) as protecting Russia’s rights to control access through the Northern Sea Route (NSR) along the country’s northern coast, which Russia believes should be under its control (Østreng, 2012, pp. 252–253; Dremliuga, 2017, pp. 130–131; Exner-Pirot and Huebert, 2020, pp. 142–143). The United States, in particular, argues instead that the NSR and Northwest Passage constitute “international straits” that should not be subject to such control (Østreng, 2012, pp. 252–253; Fahey, 2018, pp. 163–164; Zukunft, 2019, pp. 3–5).

Russia seeks to maintain exclusive control over the NSR for both economic and national security reasons. The NSR will become an increasingly viable year-round shipping route as ice continues to melt. An ideal transit through the NSR between Europe and China, for instance, is “roughly 3,000 miles shorter and 11 days quicker” than the usual transit via the Suez Canal and the Indian Ocean (Auerswald, 2019b). In 2018, Russian President Vladimir Putin set a goal for 80 million tons of cargo to be transported through the NSR annually by 2024 (Moe, 2020, p. 210). More than 40 percent of Russia’s annual budget is derived from taxes on hydrocarbon and other mineral extraction and production activities (Rotnem, 2018, p. 3).

The airspace over the Russian Arctic also plays an important role in the commercial airline industry. Many flights use the Arctic polar route, passing through Russian airspace to minimize flight time and fuel burn between several North American and Asian destinations (Sato and Inoue, 2019, p. 1). Russia collects “air navigation fees” on these flights, estimated to amount to $200 million annually (Panin, 2013).

These economic interests are inherently tied to strategic security interests. Russia is deeply sensitive to any perception that its northern border is weak or susceptible to intrusion. It is consequently revitalizing old infrastructure and investing in new installations throughout the AZRF, especially in its Bastion defense zone that protects the bulk of Russia’s nuclear deterrent force based throughout the Kola Peninsula. Many of these infrastructure investments are dual use; that is, some facilities that are capable of civilian uses for SAR or customs control in the NSR and AZRF could potentially be put to military uses depending on the geopolitical situation (Boulègue, 2019, pp. 2, 11, 14, 26).

Newly increasing connectivity to and through the Arctic has elevated the issue of access: Who should have it and for what purposes?
Together, these linked economic and security interests are intertwined with the populist narrative, promoted by President Putin, that extols the AZRF as a “pillar” of “modern Russian nationalism” (Melino and Conley, undated). Hannes Hansen-Magnusson has argued that the Russian Arctic is promoted as a source for three broader tenets of contemporary Russian nationalist messaging: the “heroic explorer;” the Russian “conquest” of the Arctic’s harsh environment; and the region’s critical role in Russia’s industrial, technological, and scientific development (Hansen-Magnusson, 2019).

**Why might this issue become elevated by 2030?** Article 234, which underpins Russia’s position, permits littoral states to enact enhanced control measures within their EEZs when year-round ice is present to both protect the fragile marine environment and ensure navigational safety (United Nations, 1982, Article 234, pp. 115–116). As rising sea temperatures continue to melt sea ice, however, this argument becomes less relevant, elevating the risk that Russia will act to ensure its continued control (Clarke-Sather et al., 2017). Such action could take the form of restricted access to, or even a closure of, the NSR to vessels that are not Russian-flagged or Russian-owned. This could catalyze conflict with China, which increasingly identifies the NSR as a promising route as part of the country’s Belt and Road Initiative and is developing its commercial Arctic shipping capabilities. Any U.S. action to contest Russian control over the NSR, such as a freedom-of-navigation operation, could quickly escalate tensions (Auerswald, 2019b). The last two times the United States attempted such an operation in the NSR—in 1965 and 1967—it was turned back by the Russian military (Pincus, 2019). Conducting a near-term freedom-of-navigation operation as Russian concerns mount over melting sea ice and Article 234—and, consequently, Russia perceives that its Arctic border is increasingly insecure—could be especially risky (Pezard et al., 2017, p. 10; Pincus, 2019).

Although there is no anticipation that the use of, and need for, transiting through Russian airspace will change in the near future, Russia could use this access as leverage on other issues. Russia’s closure of its airspace as a diplomatic and coercive tool could elevate tensions (Smith, 2017, p. 33) and is not without precedent: Throughout the Cold War, the Soviet Union employed such measures, forcing North American and Western European airlines into circuitous, multi-stop routes to reach Asia. Soviet forces routinely intercepted any aircraft violating Soviet airspace, leading in one instance to Soviet forces shooting down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 in 1983, killing all 269 aboard (Morgan, 1985, p. 231; Grzybowski, 1987, pp. 68–70; Jacobson et al., 2012, p. 710).15

**Increasing Safety and Environmental Risks**

**Background.** Current Arctic cooperation is based on the recognition that such issues as safety and proper stewardship of the region represent physical and technical challenges that cannot be undertaken by states individually and instead require pooling of resources, information exchange, and sharing of best practices. Yet the Arctic still represents an extreme environment where small incidents can quickly turn deadly, raising at least two potential issues if a major crisis—such as an environmental crisis, a major ship or aircraft collision, or a tourist ship sinking—were to occur there (Conley et al., 2013, pp. 45–50). The first issue is that decisions about the resolution of the crisis could raise tensions between Arctic states. The second is that, if they perceived the crisis to be met with an inadequate response, non-Arctic states might (1) question Arctic states’ claims that they can effectively manage the region and (2) take action to increase their own presence there.

**Why might this issue become elevated by 2030?** Investment and traffic in Arctic waterways have expanded as the Arctic continues to warm. Melting sea ice increases both the geographical and temporal extent of maritime operations, enabling access to more areas of previously ice-covered ocean for longer periods of time. In the medium term, this enhanced access is expected to increase the range and frequency of military vessel operations, such as domain awareness exercises, and the congestion of commercial marine traffic and therefore the risk of collision (Kraska, 2016, pp. 596–597). A collision within a country’s EEZ could escalate ten-
sions, particularly if that country decided to seize the offending vessel or its crew. This risk is elevated in areas under Russian control or where Russian ships are particularly present, such as the Barents Sea, the NSR, and the Bering Strait. Such accidents have occurred before and become publicly known. In 1992 and again in 1993, for instance, Russian and U.S. submarines collided in the Barents Sea (Åtland, 2011, p. 270). A commercial ship running aground or an environmental crisis, such as an oil spill resulting from such a collision, could escalate to a military miscalculation if there are misunderstandings between Russia and the United States over the cause of the accident or the appropriate way to resolve it, particularly if exacerbated by a combination of extreme weather conditions and poor communication. A nuclear accident caused by a submarine or an offshore nuclear power plant is also a possibility. Finally, inadequate Arctic SAR efforts more generally heighten the risk of military assets being deployed in their place by Arctic and non-Arctic countries to ensure that a SAR capability is available, thereby potentially militarizing any such incidents (Sydnes, Sydnes, and Antonsen, 2017).16

The Arctic as a Gray Zone

Background. A variety of intentional or accidental political-military events below the threshold of armed conflict could, especially in combination with each other, escalate Arctic tensions.17 Such tensions already exist as a result of military activities that have been perceived as provocations or shows of force. Russia, for instance, has conducted simulated attacks against Norwegian targets on several occasions (O’Dwyer, 2019; Nilsen, 2019) and in recent years has disrupted NATO’s exercises in the region through Global Positioning System interference (O’Dwyer, 2019; Coultrup, 2020). The North American Aerospace Defense Command routinely has to intercept Russian patrols wandering too close to the North American coast (Dickstein, 2019; Browne, 2019). Russia, for its part, routinely accuses NATO of operating too close to Russia’s vast Arctic air and sea space (Sergunin and Konychev, 2014, p. 75; Sevunts, 2020).

A commercial ship running aground or an environmental crisis could escalate to a military miscalculation if there are misunderstandings over the cause of the accident or the appropriate way to resolve it.

Why might this issue become elevated by 2030? Melting sea ice could open up the central Arctic Ocean to militarization, especially increased submarine activity and dual-use assets, which would elevate the risk of miscalculation or an accident that could escalate tensions. This could provoke a Russia already sensitive to any perceived erosion of security in the AZRF, which, as previously discussed, is vital for Russia’s economic, security, and domestic nationalist interests (Pezard et al., 2017, p. 10).

One important issue in that regard relates to STCs, which are especially important in the Arctic, as polar electromagnetic interference often disrupts broadcast and satellite communications (Delaunay, 2017; Tingstad et al., 2018, p. xi; U.S. Coast Guard, 2019, p. 29). Apart from their long-standing military use (Clark, 2016, pp. 234–237), STCs provide critical high-speed internet access to communities throughout the Arctic (Davenport, 2012; Delaunay, 2017, pp. 259–268). U.S. and NATO policymakers are increasingly worried, however, that the deliberate or accidental cutting of STCs or the tapping of such cables, especially at multiple points simultaneously, could escalate Arctic tensions and sow confusion (Soames, 2019, p. 5; Public-Private Analytic Exchange

Finally, deliberately or accidentally cutting or tapping STCs, especially at multiple points simultaneously, could expose limitations in the ability of existing Arctic governance mechanisms to regulate security-related issues, especially if the culprit cannot be conclusively identified. A 2017 tabletop exercise suggested that, in such a scenario, NATO members might have difficulties agreeing on a likely culprit, exposing divisions that an adversary could exploit (Smith and Hendrix, 2017, pp. 4–6, 8, 10).

Challenges to the Current Rules of Arctic Governance

Background. Governance in the Arctic region relies on the wide acceptance, by all actors involved, of rules outlined in various authorities, such as treaties and customary international law. In May 2008 in Ilulissat, Greenland, the five Arctic coastal states issued a declaration reaffirming their commitment to UNCLOS in Arctic governance and to the absence of any need for a different, Arctic-specific legal framework (Canada, Denmark, Norway, the Russian Federation, and the United States, 2008) (The United States is technically not a signatory to UNCLOS but nonetheless respects its norms). This commitment has so far extended to other Arctic nations and to nations involved in Arctic issues, such as China.

Why might this issue become elevated by 2030? By 2030, these generally agreed-upon rules could be challenged on several issues. For example, it is likely that the UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf will have issued most of its recommendations related to overlapping claims by Arctic states regarding extensions of their continental shelves, as per Article 76 of UNCLOS. States faced with recommendations that do not grant them the additional seabed that they have claimed could contest these decisions (Pezard et al., 2018, pp. 3–6).

As importantly, by 2030, fears over the future scarcity of fish—because of, among other factors, the migration of species further north, driven by global climate change—could fuel tensions. Several Svalbard Treaty signatories, including Russia, have contested Norway’s self-declared fisheries protection zone around the Svalbard archipelago and could become more vocal as fish become an increasingly scarce resource for the global food supply (Pedersen, 2006, p. 339). Multiple fishing incidents between Norway and Russia have already occurred (Østhagen, 2018, pp. 101–102, 108–110). The gover-
nance issue could become elevated if underground resources in the continental shelf surrounding Svalbard were found to be particularly valuable and relatively easy to exploit. The Bering Strait could also become a zone of fishing tensions. Concern over a loss of fishing revenue is at the core of threats by Russian officials to stop honoring the 1990 maritime boundary treaty delimiting the Bering Strait border between the then–Soviet Union and the United States (United States and Soviet Union, 1990). A 2002 Russian State Duma resolution, for instance, argued that Russia had lost two EEZ areas totaling 23,700 km² and 7,700 km², respectively; 43,600 km² of its continental shelf; and up to 1.9 million tons of fish during the 1990s (Konyshev and Sergunin, 2014, pp. 63–64). In June 2020, the Russian government unveiled plans to open industrial fisheries in the Chukchi Sea, immediately north of the Bering Strait; such a move could increase the number of Russian fishing, coast guard, and naval vessels operating near the U.S. EEZ (Rosen, 2020). Finally, another key issue relates to the CAOFA, which is due to expire in 2034. Some scholars have already argued that its renegotiation will likely expose deep divisions between China (with its long-distance fishing fleet plans) and Arctic states (Hong, 2020, pp. 22–24).

**China’s Increased Economic and Political Involvement in the Arctic**

**Background.** Several non-Arctic states and organizations have increased their strategic involvement in the Arctic in anticipation of future economic development and transport opportunities. Since 2013, China, the European Union, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, South Korea, Spain, and the United Kingdom (plus Scotland independently) have all issued official Arctic strategies or policies. China, India, Italy, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, and Switzerland have joined France, Germany, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, and the United Kingdom as Arctic Council observer states. Companies in many of these non-Arctic states are increasingly investing in diverse Arctic infrastructure development, especially in critical energy (de Witt, Stefánsson, and Valfells, 2020), transportation, fishing, and communication sectors (Raspotnik and Østhagen, 2019). The sheer scale of China’s Belt and Road Initiative and the country’s global ambitions more generally increasingly fuel Arctic states’ concerns over China’s longer-term ambitions in the region (Auerswald, 2019a).

**Why might this issue become elevated by 2030?** Arctic governance largely revolves around Arctic states, even though there has been some modicum of opening over time—for instance, with the inclusion of observers in the Arctic Council. This situation, however, might become untenable as non-Arctic states’ presence and interests increase in the region (Bennett, 2015, p. 653; Bertelsen, 2020, p. 65). Such countries have sought more involvement in Arctic governance, as evidenced by the increasing number of requests to become an observer in the Arctic Council. In addition, to a greater extent than any other non-Arctic state, China has been investing in Arctic energy; land, air, and sea transportation infrastructure; research and technology infrastructure; and Arctic states’ corporate activities, and China envisions the Arctic as an important part of its global Belt and Road Initiative, although significant returns have yet to materialize outside of Russia (Bennett, 2015, pp. 645, 650; Olesen and Sørensen, 2019, p. 10; Pincus, 2020, p. 45).

So far, the United States has flatly rejected China’s self-identification as a “near Arctic state” (Pompeo, 2019). Meanwhile, Russia holds ambivalent views toward an increased Chinese presence in the Arctic. Although Russia and China currently collaborate on some major investments, particularly in the Yamal Peninsula, longer-term Chinese Arctic geostrategic objectives may antagonize Russia, especially if China seeks to gain formal Arctic power on par with Russia (Rahbek-Clemmensen, 2016, p. 2; Sørensen and Klimenko, 2017, pp. 41–42; Pezard, 2018, p. 7; Pincus, 2020, pp. 49–52).

**Uncertainty About Greenland’s Geopolitical Future**

**Background.** Greenland has gradually developed its own voice in international affairs over the past decade. Greenland’s long-term goal is to achieve
full independence. Its main barriers are a weak economy still heavily dependent on annual Danish block grants (Danmarks Nationalbank, 2019; Rahbek-Clemmensen, 2020a, p. 181) and a widely dispersed small population with poor infrastructure, communications, and transportation connections. To deal with these developmental challenges, the Greenlandic government seeks to increase foreign investors’ focus on Greenland; for example, since 2015, the government has held annual trade and investment promotion events in China. The Greenlandic economy’s primary industry is fishing, which is already linked to the Chinese market and is expected to become even more so in the future (Naalakkersuisut, 2019, pp. 42–43). No substantial Chinese presence or investment, however, yet exists in Greenland, partly because of Danish and U.S. resistance (Townsend, 2019). Greenland, however, continues to see potential economic development opportunities in improving relations with China, especially in fishing, tourism, and mining, and has proposed opening a Greenlandic diplomatic representation in Beijing in 2021 (Wenger, 2020). In response, the United States has increased its own attention toward Greenland. In 2019, the United States reopened its diplomatic representation in Greenland’s capital, Nuuk, and in April 2020 offered a $12 million aid package (Breum, 2020). It has also shown increased interest in investing in Greenlandic infrastructure and mining, primarily to counteract Chinese efforts (Sørensen, 2019, pp. 448–450).

**Why might this issue become elevated by 2030?** Greenland is geopolitically important to the United States. Apart from Greenland’s sheer geographical proximity and the presence of the U.S. military’s Thule Air Base, Greenland potentially has the “largest deposits of rare earth minerals outside China, many of which are thought to be critical to U.S. national security and [the U.S.] economy” (Government of Denmark, 2011, pp. 27–28; Stephenson, 2019). Washington therefore sees any substantial Chinese presence in Greenland as unacceptable. Even with the recent U.S. commitment of development aid, Greenland may continue to seek Chinese investments with the ultimate goal of independence. If that is the case, tensions will only grow as the United States, Denmark, and China all seek to maintain influence in a territory that might be closer to full independence by 2030 (Christensen, 2020, p. 3; Rahbek-Clemmensen, 2020b). Greenland could also become more deeply embroiled in U.S.-Russia tensions, as Thule Air Base could become the target of Russian operations, especially from installations undergoing upgrades in the Russian Arctic archipelagos (Boulègue, 2019, p. 13).

### How Might Arctic Governance Evolve to Minimize the Risk of Conflict?

As noted earlier, our literature review, interviews, and tabletop exercise revealed three key governance gaps in relation to these catalysts: limited dialogue and transparency on military issues, limited capability to execute governance agreements, and tension between the growing need for inclusivity and Arctic states’ interests. Such gaps do not themselves create conflict but could provide an opportunity or a motivation for states to resolve conflicts in ways other than regional cooperation, including military ones. We recommend that Arctic stakeholders address these gaps in the following ways:

- Improve currently limited dialogue and transparency on military issues.
- Update and provide new capabilities to implement existing governance agreements.
- Enable more inclusivity in Arctic-relevant decisionmaking without challenging the sovereignty of Arctic states.

We examine each of these areas in turn as examples of gaps where the Arctic Council and other pillars of the existing governance mechanisms described in this report provide no clear means to resolve future potential tensions. For each area, we present several options suggested in the literature, our interviews, and our tabletop exercise that Arctic states and stakeholders might consider for closing these gaps and mitigating the impact of the conflict catalysts we identified.
Improve Currently Limited Dialogue and Transparency on Military Issues

**Why is it a gap?** In the Arctic, two key issues must be dealt with in the near term: (1) military messaging and misperceptions and (2) the possibility of accidental miscalculation resulting in escalation. Both could be well served by encouraging additional transparency and dialogue, but in what context and between which government or military echelons? The ASFR and Arctic Chiefs of Defense meetings would appear to have a mandate to engage on traditional security matters where the Arctic Council does not. However, the practical utility of these mechanisms is limited without Russian participation. Meanwhile, military security issues are explicitly excluded from the purview of the Arctic Council.

**How can it be addressed?** A debate is ongoing among Arctic security experts regarding the shape that a potential new Arctic security forum might take. Proponents of a dedicated hard security issue mechanism argue that entwining dialogue on military and non-military matters within an existing single forum could stall progress on non-military issues if tensions on military issues were to escalate (Stephen, 2016). Opponents of a separate mechanism for Arctic military security dialogue argue that it is critical to connect political and military security with broader environmental and economic issues (Zandeel, Kruijver, and Stoetman, 2020). Yet others acknowledge that, although it may not be possible to discuss all security issues at the pan-Arctic level, it would nonetheless be productive to have a forum in which to establish pan-Arctic standards for transparency over military exercises, planning, and deployments to help prevent misinterpretations and miscalculations (Schaller, 2016). This is also a foundational principle of a theoretical Arctic Military Code of Conduct that would seek, in part, to create “a dialogue mechanism that would promote greater transparency and lay the ground for a less conflict-prone relationship between NATO and Russia in the region” (Depledge et al., 2019). The ACGF may be the closest, inclusive, currently existing mechanism that serves a purpose similar to, if not fully aligned with, this approach.

Even without a comprehensive Military Code of Conduct, it is critical for governments at the strategic level to continue tacitly or overtly supporting tactical dialogues among their respective forces that operate in the Arctic. Ongoing dialogues and hotlines between the Norwegian and Russian militaries could serve as a model for this level of transparency, and standardized modes of information-sharing and dissemination could be implemented as exemplified through such consortia as BarentsWatch. Increased dialogue and transparency on military issues could alleviate some of the risks related to Russia’s concern over maintaining control over the NSR, by ensuring, for instance, that Russia is not surprised by the presence of foreign vessels in the route’s vicinity and by reducing the risks of collision between military ships. More dialogue and transparency could also help normalize military relations between states and reduce the occurrence of gray-zone activities seen in the Arctic, such as simulated attacks and disruption of military exercises. Yet transparency needs dialogue, and, as of early 2021, dialogue between Russia and other Arctic states was still severely limited by the tensions born from Russia’s invasion and annexation of Crimea in 2014.
Update and Provide New Capabilities to Implement Existing Governance Agreements

**Why is it a gap?** Vessels operating without sufficiently robust regulations and norms increase the risks of collisions, groundings, fuel spills, SAR incidents, military miscalculation (when naval ships are involved), and other events that could lead to conflict. Increasing surface ship traffic, and its diversity, creates a need for rules and procedures that were previously not necessary (Hansen et al., 2016, pp. 15, 69–70; Marchenko et al., 2018, p. 113; St. Peter, 2020). Arctic countries and other stakeholders have addressed this issue through multiple initiatives, such as the IMO’s Polar Code, the Arctic Council’s SAR and oil pollution preparedness and response treaties, and the agreement “on the Prevention of Incidents on and over the High Seas” (commonly known as INCSEA) signed by the United States and the Soviet Union in 1972 and still enforced today (Gosnell, 2016). Although these are arguably the most-significant multilateral agreements to address Arctic marine safety and environmental protection to date, additional steps are needed to ensure that such rules are adequately addressing the safety needs of a fast-evolving environment—and that Arctic stakeholders have adequate means to implement such rules.

**How can it be addressed?** To address these issues, there should first be a continuing review of existing plans and agreements that examines their relevance for current and future Arctic conditions. Future environmental and political uncertainties, in addition to an anticipated increase in commercial and possibly military maritime traffic in the Arctic, demand more-robust structures and procedures for handling incidents at sea. This will require moving beyond delimiting zones of responsibility and revitalizing and strengthening points of contact for coordination, toward formulating a pan-Arctic emergency response system with demonstrated interoperational capabilities. Updates to existing agreements may include new provisions and partners. The incidents-at-sea agreement, for instance, could evolve to accommodate changes in Russian and U.S. military capabilities and tactics, as well as the potential need to incorporate other parties (Gosnell, 2016).

Second, existing agreements may require specific implementation steps or enforcement mechanisms to ensure that states can effectively comply with the commitments they made to SAR efforts or pollution prevention. For example, the Arctic Council SAR agreement delimits zones of responsibility for emergency response but lacks formal requirements for states to demonstrate response capabilities. As a first step toward addressing this gap, this agreement and others requiring coordinated response efforts across borders (e.g., for oil pollution preparedness and response) could be amended to include (1) a requirement that Arctic states regularly demonstrate capabilities for handling a variety of specific potential emergencies and (2) a binding responsibility to follow standardized operational guidelines developed by the Arctic Council’s Emergency Preparedness, Prevention, and Response Working Group if an emergency occurs. Enforcement could be achieved through an arbitration mechanism similar to that identified in Norway and Russia’s 2010 border delimitation agreement (Kingdom of Norway and the Russian Federation, 2010, especially Article 4, Clause 2; Annex I, Articles 1, 3–4; and Annex II; see

---

Future environmental and political uncertainties, in addition to an anticipated increase in maritime traffic in the Arctic, demand more-robust structures and procedures for handling incidents at sea.
also Østhagen, 2018, p. 112). States could formulate timelines for developing infrastructure to address capability gaps and negotiate with neighboring states on interim response plans while capabilities are being developed. The Arctic Council and the ACGF would be appropriate forums in which to begin these negotiations in an open and transparent way.

Surface maritime issues are but one of many issues for which updates, increased transparency, and follow-through on strategic promises could close identified gaps. In response to polar electromagnetic interference and STC concerns, for example, Arctic states could pursue an international agreement to guarantee the security of STCs. Except between Australia and New Zealand, no such agreement currently exists anywhere in the world. The installation and upkeep of these cables are the responsibility of commercial entities. Consequently, the issue of who has the authority to manage disputes and practices around cables passing through state territorial waters remains unresolved. A multilateral agreement, modeled on Australia and New Zealand’s successful bilateral agreement, could reclassify cable maintenance and protection as a pan-Arctic security concern and the STCs and the waters immediately surrounding them as “cable protection zones” (Carter and Burnett, 2015, pp. 252–253; Burnett and Carter, 2017, pp. 14, 21, 60). Routine monitoring of cables could be jointly managed by commercial and other civil actors in coordination with militaries. Provided that such activities are conducted according to standardized, transparent protocols, involving military actors may serve as a deterrent to rogue activity while avoiding risks that other states will misperceive the intentions of the activities. Such agreements could include non-Arctic states that have equities in the Arctic, providing them with a concrete mechanism to engage Arctic states on security issues. Improving states’ ability to implement current Arctic governance rules would have a mitigating effect on all catalysts described in this report—except possibly for those in the category related to Greenland’s geopolitical future—by making the operating environment safer and more predictable.

Enable More Inclusivity in Arctic-Relevant Decisionmaking Without Challenging the Sovereignty of Arctic States

Why is it a gap? The Arctic will increasingly contend with the challenges of becoming both more connected and more significant to stakeholders that do not have legally recognized state territory in the region. At their 2008 Iulissat summit, Arctic Council members rejected the idea of implementing an Antarctica-style treaty system to manage stakeholders’ interests and collaboration.27 Yet, in the long term, broader multilateral engagement of non-Arctic states, as well as private and indigenous Arctic stakeholders, will be necessary in order to manage a wide variety of still-uncertain conflict catalysts. Because numerous catalysts are likely to directly involve these actors, relegating security matters to Arctic states alone would leave important gaps in knowledge, capabilities, and priorities unaddressed.

How can it be addressed? Arctic states have recognized, at various levels, the need for more inclusivity in Arctic forums. This is the logic behind, for instance, the Emergency Preparedness, Prevention, and Response Working Group, which aims to promote pan-Arctic collaboration, capacity-building, and information-sharing related to Arctic emergencies across public and private domains (Emergency Prevention, Preparedness and Response, undated). Because both military and civil actors may contribute to or be affected by the escalation of a security-related issue (albeit in different ways), planning for future conflict de-escalation must include inputs from both domains. This is also why, over the years, the Arctic Council has been welcoming an increasing number of non-Arctic observer states.

Yet Arctic states still need to find other ways to more actively consider the collective interest and influence of non-Arctic states whose individual and collective role in Arctic shipping, natural resource extraction, communications and technology, and scientific research is on course to have great impact on the region’s future (Ikeshima, 2016, p. 459). Particularly relevant could be the potential for China, Japan, South Korea, and other states with interest
in Arctic governance to leverage their membership in international forums (such as the IMO) to influence—either individually or via negotiating blocs—international policies that affect the Arctic. For example, China was active through the IMO on Polar Code negotiations; at one point, it supported U.S. opposition to a Russian proposal regarding national shipping regulations (Eiterjord, 2020).

For this reason, Arctic states should increasingly consider how to incorporate the interests and needs of non-Arctic states into decisionmaking in ways that are compatible with Arctic states’ own sovereignty and interests in the region. One potential means of moving closer to this complex goal is to learn from the CAOFA precedent and use the Arctic Council as a venue to negotiate multilateral agreements with non-Arctic states concerning topics of interest.

Finally, all efforts to balance future interests of Arctic and non-Arctic actors must better involve indigenous actors. The Arctic Council’s recognition of six indigenous representative groups as Permanent Participants, with full membership short of voting rights, has been rightly lauded as an overdue step forward, but more can be done (Charron, 2012, p. 767; Duyck, 2015, pp. 25–26). Arctic stakeholders should more fully acknowledge highly diverse indigenous communities, cultures, economies, needs, and levels of independence and further integrate them into the complete spectrum of Arctic formal and informal forums and conflict resolution mechanisms.

As a first, tangible step, Arctic Council member states could (1) significantly increase logistical and operational funding to the Council’s indigenous Permanent Participants to ensure their active participation at all meetings and (2) develop and undertake larger-scale initiatives benefiting Arctic indigenous communities (Arctic Council Indigenous Peoples’ Secretariat, 2001).

Improving inclusivity in the Arctic would contribute to addressing most of the catalysts described in this report. For instance, it could help secure further buy-in for Arctic governance mechanisms and make it less likely that states or other actors will contest those mechanisms. Better inclusion of indigenous populations into bodies and mechanisms that make safety rules could ensure that those groups’ extensive local knowledge is incorporated into such rules. And although the foreign policy of a fully independent Greenland remains speculative, it would likely prioritize human development and indigenous empowerment over traditional security issues and great-power politics, which would further tilt the dominant mode of operation in the Arctic toward cooperation rather than conflict.

**Conclusion**

We have argued that, although cooperation in the Arctic continues to be strong, new and continuing changes in the region necessitate rethinking the mechanisms to support continued cooperation. By 2030, tensions related to six conflict catalyst categories could emerge that cannot be fully resolved through the existing Arctic governance mechanisms. These catalyst categories are Russia’s central role in Arctic access; increasing safety and environmental risks; the Arctic as a gray zone; challenges to the current rules of Arctic governance; China’s increased economic and political involvement in the Arctic; and uncertainty about Greenland’s geopolitical future. Failure to address conflict catalysts in these categories could lead to severe tensions by 2030.

To mitigate these risks, we suggest prioritizing three mitigating measures: improving dialogue and transparency on military issues; updating and providing capabilities to implement existing governance agreements; and enabling more inclusivity in Arctic-relevant decisionmaking without challenging the sovereignty of Arctic states. The table on the next page illustrates which of these avenues can help solve which of the potential key challenges that could lead to conflict.

We suggest that ensuring resilience in Arctic cooperation should be accomplished in a way that considers the variety of mechanisms—formal and informal, broad and narrow in scope—collectively, because each tool within this diverse group has an important role to play. The approach presented in this report provides an overview of which mechanisms can evolve and how, based on a better understanding of the assumptions that have underpinned
Arctic stability so far but that could be violated by 2030. We deliberately designed this approach to be adaptable to a variety of Arctic state-, regional-, and local-level purposes. In so doing, we recognize that our results may vary based, for instance, on the background of the stakeholders interviewed or the extent of local-language literature consulted. Yet the conflict catalyst categories we identified through this approach are pan-Arctic and, if not addressed through appropriate mitigating measures, likely will affect all Arctic peoples in the near term. By improving dialogue and transparency on military issues, increasing capabilities and enforcement, and recognizing that pressure for more inclusivity will only increase and thus needs to be addressed, Arctic stakeholders can mitigate some of the most-worrisome tensions that might otherwise emerge by the 2030 horizon.

### TABLE
Which Changes to Governance Mechanisms Can Mitigate the Potential Emergence of Conflict Catalysts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst Category</th>
<th>Change to Governance Mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve Dialogue and Transparency on Military Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia’s central role for Arctic access</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing safety and environmental risks</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Arctic as a gray zone</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges to the current rules of Arctic governance</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China’s increased economic and political involvement in the Arctic</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty about Greenland’s geopolitical future</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arctic stability so far but that could be violated by 2030. We deliberately designed this approach to be adaptable to a variety of Arctic state-, regional-, and local-level purposes. In so doing, we recognize that our results may vary based, for instance, on the background of the stakeholders interviewed or the extent of local-language literature consulted. Yet the conflict catalyst categories we identified through this approach are pan-Arctic and, if not addressed through appropriate mitigating measures, likely will affect all Arctic peoples in the near term. By improving dialogue and transparency on military issues, increasing capabilities and enforcement, and recognizing that pressure for more inclusivity will only increase and thus needs to be addressed, Arctic stakeholders can mitigate some of the most-worrisome tensions that might otherwise emerge by the 2030 horizon.
APPENDIX

Methodology

In Stage I, we developed a knowledge base of historical and contemporary Arctic geopolitical, socioeconominc, and military catalysts and governance mechanisms, as well as existing or potential solutions. As noted in the main report, we defined a catalyst as an issue that could violate at least one of two assumptions that underpin cooperation in general and Arctic cooperation in particular. These assumptions are as follows:

1. Issue resolution is already guided by stable and durable governance mechanisms.
2. The issue is unlikely by 2030 to represent fundamental disagreements over national interests of sufficient importance that military action would be contemplated.

We collected the following resources to develop our knowledge base: Arctic and non-Arctic states’ most-recent official Arctic policies, strategies, or other official government documents; reports, articles, and op-eds from major think tanks, foreign policy institutions, and Arctic-focused organizations produced within the past five years (based on our search in April 2020); and, where applicable, articles from major national newspapers produced within the past five years. We also examined major peer-reviewed journals and books published within the past ten years. We were unable to review literature in languages other than English, owing to project resource limitations.

For each document, we identified (1) the author and any prominent individuals identified; (2) any potential conflict catalysts identified or discussed, such as collision of military assets and climate change issues; and (3) any potential conflict catalyst solutions, including existing or new mechanisms, institutions, or protocols. In a central database, we listed each catalyst, which author(s) discussed the catalyst, and in what context to identify where agreement or disagreement occurred for a potential conflict catalyst. We also noted where no solution was mentioned.

We supplemented this literature database with expert interviews covering a variety of Arctic issues. We developed a matrix comprising the 100 authors and prominent individuals identified in the literature database, and we considered these individuals to be potential interviewees. We first classified these potential interviewees by institutional category: think tanks and academia, including, where applicable, retired U.S. and foreign government and military officials (51); current U.S. government and military officials (27); current foreign government and military officials (16); and other, including from the private sector (e.g., the energy industry) and local-level administration (6). We next classified each potential interviewee by standardized area(s) of Arctic-relevant expertise. Those categories were Russia, China, the European Union, the United States, NATO, law, energy, climate science, fisheries, indigenous issues, infrastructure (including transportation, shipping, and urban development), diplomacy, and military issues.

We next developed a shortlist of priority potential interviewees. We defined a priority potential interviewee as an individual who demonstrated expertise in one or more of the most-discussed potential conflict catalysts identified in the central database. We balanced the priority potential interviewee list to represent diverse institutional affiliations, areas of expertise, and countries of expertise. We invited each priority potential interviewee to provide insights, from their respective area(s) of expertise, about possible trajectories toward conflict in the Arctic and how such trajectories may be avoided. Eighteen invitees from Canada, Denmark, France, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United States agreed to be interviewed, representing a variety of academic, administrative, and military backgrounds. We did not invite any Russian or Chinese nationals, because of potential national security issues.

Using the literature database, we developed a standardized interview questionnaire comprising ten questions, plus up to five optional follow-up questions. We integrated each interviewee’s responses into the central database, noting, as before, any potential conflict catalysts identified or discussed and any potential solutions, to harmonize information obtained from both the document analysis and interviews.

In Stage II, we used our knowledge base to develop a potential catalyst and solutions matrix. Of
the potential catalysts we identified, 23—such as pan-Arctic environmental issues and location-specific treaty article disagreements—did not possess a clear solution within existing Arctic governance mechanisms. We organized these 23 potential catalysts into a robust but not exhaustive list of six catalyst categories:

- Russia’s central role in Arctic access
- increasing safety and environmental risks
- the Arctic as a gray zone
- challenges to the current rules of Arctic governance
- China’s increased economic and political involvement in the Arctic
- uncertainty about Greenland’s geopolitical future.

In Stage III, we developed a controlled tabletop exercise on the basis of formal wargaming methods and Decisionmaking Under Deep Uncertainty methods, and we then conducted the exercise with an international group of subject-matter experts. Decisionmaking Under Deep Uncertainty is a collection of formal adaptive methods that includes Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways or adaptive planning, info-gap decision theory (Ben-Haim, 2006), scenario-based planning, and analytic gaming (Bartels, 2019), including Red Teaming that “challenges assumptions and bias” and “encourages dissent or divergence in thought.”

To ensure that our tabletop exercise represented diverse institutional affiliations, areas of expertise, and nationalities, we invited selected interviewees and additional subject-matter experts whom we had earlier listed as priority individuals and who represented expertise, professional backgrounds, and points of view that we identified as underrepresented in the interviewees’ responses. Nineteen individuals from Canada, China (Hong Kong), Denmark, France, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United States agreed to participate.

We divided the 19 participants into four breakout teams representing a variety of professional backgrounds, nationalities, and areas of expertise, and each breakout team was moderated by a RAND team member. One non-RAND team member acted as a fifth “roving” moderator, moving among the four teams to ensure that each was operating according to the exercise’s requirements, gather insights, and mitigate potential bias from the U.S.-based RAND team.

As noted in the main report, for the tabletop exercise, we employed info-gap decision theory—combining longer-term stressors, short-term shocks, and decision point gaps—to integrate our six catalyst categories into two plausible skeletal near-term scenarios. Both scenarios began with regional tensions that ultimately escalated into a pan-Arctic crisis leading to a brink-of-conflict situation, which we defined as an emergency UN Security Council meeting. The scenarios—Dire Straits and Northern Exposure—represented only two of many potential plausible scenarios that could be developed involving the six catalyst categories.

We simultaneously executed the same scenario in two independent groups in order to compare and contrast their respective findings. Groups 1 and 3 were tasked with the Dire Straits scenario, which was described as follows:

By 2028, there is increasing maritime traffic of surface ships, fishing fleets, and tourism vessels in and through the Arctic, and in particular transiting through the Greenland–Iceland–United Kingdom (GIUK) Gap, making this an acute focal point for competition over strategic control and resource access. Newly extended fiber-optic communications cables under the Arctic Ocean have rapidly enhanced bandwidth and reduced latency in communications between parts of Asia, Europe, and North America. Greenland is becoming increasingly self-reliant financially. China invests heavily in Greenland and elsewhere in the Arctic. Problems with maritime safety, environmental protection, and illegal fishing begin to weigh on limited law enforcement resources. A number of non-Arctic states argue that a security void is emerging in the Arctic. Then, in 2030, some Arctic-based fiber communications, particularly central to Japan’s connectivity, experience unexplained and severe outages. Japan accuses China of orchestrating this disruption in response to continued disputes in the East China Sea. Both countries make the diplomatic decision to increase presence in the GIUK gap. Arctic communities are also
angry that their newly high-speed connectivity has been taken away. Led by Greenland, several indigenous groups submit complaints through domestic and international channels about what news outlets dub “becoming collateral damage to tensions created by outsiders.” Russia extends a call for peace and stability amidst a growing security crisis throughout the Arctic. The UN Security Council, encouraged to act by Russia, calls an emergency meeting to address the rapidly deteriorating situation in the Arctic even as NATO countries react warily to Russian-led diplomacy.

Groups 2 and 4 were tasked with the Northern Exposure scenario, which was described as follows:

By 2028, Russia and NATO increasingly trade airspace “fly-bys,” especially in the Arctic. High-frequency radio communications and space-based navigation experience periodic interference, which scientists suggest is most likely due to unusually frequent severe geomagnetic storms. Among other issues, these communications and navigation problems may have played a role in a commercial airline accident over the Arctic Ocean, and in the subsequent slow rescue attempt. Countries blame each other for bungling the rescue response, leading to questions about whether there is an emerging security void in the region. Some indigenous communities complain that much-needed resources for search and rescue along the coast are being diverted toward the prevention and mitigation of incidents further at sea. The accident also serves as a justification for periodically limiting civilian airline flights over the region, which then becomes a mechanism for applying pressure in tense geostrategic times. The Arctic Council has also found itself increasingly besieged with challenging diplomatic situations: Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Iceland are leading the global charge on emissions reductions and accuse other Arctic Council stakeholders, including such observers as China and Japan, of failing to do their part in this. The UN Security Council calls an emergency meeting in 2030 to address the rapidly deteriorating situation in the Arctic after a military aircraft collision over the Bering Strait.

Each breakout group was tasked with three activities during the exercise. In the first activity, forensic analysis, participants debated and further developed the skeletal narrative to identify key stakeholders and sequence adverse conditions, actions, or events representing plausible paths for getting from the starting conditions to the crisis conclusion. In the second activity, role identification analysis, participants examined (1) the role that existing diplomatic, coordination, and information-sharing mechanisms may have traditionally played in defusing tension prior to the crisis scenario; (2) where they fell short in defusing scenario tensions; and (3) whether the mechanisms could still be employed to mitigate the crisis scenario. Each group produced an identified mechanism gap list, prioritized by mechanisms that could still help resolve the crisis scenario.

In the third activity, gap prioritization analysis, participants proposed ways to supplement or complement existing mechanisms with improved or new diplomatic, coordination, or information-sharing mechanisms to increase the likelihood that the crisis scenario could have been prevented or mitigated before escalating to a UN Security Council emergency meeting. Each group produced a list of its five most-effective conflict mitigation options, classifying at least one potential solution as an agreement, one as a new or enhanced engagement, and one as an investment to reflect the diversity of mechanisms that historically have maintained Arctic peace and collaboration.

In Stage IV, we synthesized our data that were collected in the knowledge base (literature review and interviews) and tested in our tabletop exercise to identify three key gaps in current Arctic governance mechanisms that could lead to an opportunity or a motivation for states to resolve potential conflicts in ways other than regional cooperation, including military ones. From these gaps, we derived three ways in which Arctic governance mechanisms might evolve to minimize the potential of these six catalyst categories to escalate tensions (see main report).
Notes

1 Greenland is largely autonomous but is still politically and especially economically tied to Denmark, particularly in foreign, security, and defense affairs.

2 There are also very minor territorial disputes between Canada and Denmark over Hans Island and between the United States and Canada on the Beaufort Sea boundary.

3 Although the United States in particular has interpreted China’s interest in the Arctic as a military threat, the connections to the Arctic implied in this phrase currently largely or entirely refer to economic interests. See, for example, reviews of Chinese Arctic policy, such as Kopra, 2020.

4 NATO officials interviewed for a 2020 RAND report “consider[ed] the most significant threat [to the Arctic] to be horizontal escalation of a crisis or conflict emanating from another region” (Black et al., 2020, p. 7).

5 Vylegzhanin, Young, and Berkman (2020, p. 1) adopt the definition of an international regime complex from Alter and Raustiala (2018, pp. 329, 332–333) to describe the existing set of Arctic governance mechanisms.

6 In their Arctic policies or strategies, Arctic and non-Arctic states generally acknowledge the Arctic Council’s central role in the existing Arctic governance framework. For a selection of these individual policies and strategies, see Finland Prime Minister’s Office, 2013, p. 14; High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, 2016, p. 13; Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, 2016, p. 6; State Council Information Office, 2018; UK Polar Regions Department, 2018, p. 7; France Ministry for the Armed Forces, 2019, p. 4; Government of Canada, 2019; and Government of Norway, 2021.

7 Officially the Agreement to Prevent Unregulated High Seas Fisheries in the Central Arctic Ocean, the CAOFA is a binding 16-year fishing moratorium in international Arctic waters that was signed in 2018 by six Arctic states, the European Union, China, Japan, and South Korea. On the CAOFA’s role as part of the broader set of Arctic governance mechanisms, see Vylegzhanin, Young, and Berkman, 2020.

8 Some dialogue has continued to take place, absent Russia.

9 Charron argues that Permanent Participant status provides indigenous groups in the Arctic with “a role more significant than usually afforded them at the UN and other multilateral meetings” (Charron, 2012, p. 767). For indigenous groups’ Arctic Council voices in the context of Arctic state sovereignty questions, see O’Leary, 2014, p. 130.

10 The United States, among other Arctic and non-Arctic state actors, has acknowledged the IMO’s important Arctic role. See Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, 2016, p. 12.

11 The Russian-U.S. agreement was originally signed in 1973 and has been updated since.

12 Bailes and Ólafsson (2017, p. 49) identify the Barents Euro-Arctic Council as a successful subregional “microcosm” and “a local test-place for the Russia-West relationship” in Arctic and near-Arctic relations.

13 Some have questioned this goal. Smirnov, for instance, estimates that 45–50 million tons will pass through the NSR by 2024. See Smirnov, 2020, p. 4.

14 Indeed, Russia is already considering legislation to this effect. See Moe, 2020, pp. 4–5.

15 Russia did not re-open its airspace until 1998.

16 This issue is compounded by Arctic states’ varied and complex SAR-military relationships.

17 We adopt the definition of gray zone as described in Morris et al., 2019.

18 The Svalbard Treaty (1920) grants its 44 signatories the right to engage in nondiscriminatory commercial activities while recognizing Norway’s full sovereignty over the archipelago.

19 Though part of the North American continent, Greenland is an autonomous territory within the Danish Realm. The Greenlandic government maintains control over internal affairs, including such policy areas as research, natural resources, and infrastructure, while Denmark retains control over foreign, security, and defense matters. Denmark must, however, consult Greenland in such matters.

20 This goal is supported by nearly all parties in the Greenlan-dic Parliament.

21 Japan is another important market for fish exports from Greenland.

22 To date, Chinese stakeholders have unsuccessfully sought to invest in Greenlandic mining, real estate, and transportation and communication infrastructure (Sørensen, 2018).

23 If Greenland opens diplomatic representation in Beijing, it will be the country’s fourth such office, alongside those in Brussels, Reykjavik, and Washington, D.C.

24 Thus far, Denmark has handled the question of Chinese activities in Greenland on an ad hoc basis, partly because any major institutional and legal initiatives require a complicated and likely politically sensitive and costly negotiation process with Greenland’s government. Chinese activities—such as rare earth mining, construction of airports and other infrastructure, and building of Chinese research facilities in Greenland—have fallen within policy areas in which the Greenlandic government has leverage over decisions, according to the constitutional arrangement in the Kingdom of Denmark; however, the activities have clear security and defense policy implications.

25 Experts in Arctic military and diplomatic matters, economy, law enforcement, and climate science, interview with the authors, April–May 2020.

26 BarentsWatch is a Norwegian consortium of ten ministries and 29 administrative agencies that promotes open data and information-sharing throughout the North Atlantic, Barents, and central Arctic marine areas (BarentsWatch, 2018).

27 Antarctica is governed by the Antarctic Treaty, in force since 1961. It freezes all territorial claims, bars all nonscientific research activity and settlement, and protects the region’s natural environment. See Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty, undated.
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